
For more methods, limitations, full citations, see source:    riskfinder.org           Citation: Coastal Risks for Galveston, TX, Climate Central, 6/29/2022                                             

1 Floods and sea level rise are relative to local high tide lines circa 1992 (mean higher high water across 1983-2001).
2 Values exclude sub-9-ft areas potentially protected by levees, natural ridges, and other features.
3 Climate Central estimates risk by combining local sea level rise projections with ood height risk statistics based on historic data. 
4 Flood risk projections and history are based on records from the NOAA water level station at “Galveston Pleasure Pier - Gulf Of 
Mexico”, 5 miles from Galveston, from 1957 to 2011.
5 Strauss, B. H., Kopp, R. E., Sweet, W. V. and Bittermann, K., 2016. Unnatural Coastal Floods. Climate Central Research Report.
6 6 Sea level projections are localized, and local ood risks projected, based on methods from Tebaldi et al. 2012 (Environmental Research 
Letters).

Email sealevel@climatecentral.org to ask about tailored analysis

Social vulnerability (e.g. from low income) compounds coastal risk. Land below 9 feet is colored according to the legend. Surging Seas uses 
high-accuracy lidar elevation data supplied by NOAA. Map reects a uniform sea level and/or ood height. Individual storm surge, tidal or rainfall 
events cause more complex and uneven water surfaces.

Land and population below 9 feet in Galveston, TX

Find more places, water levels and downloads at risknder.org
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• Galveston, TX has already experienced about 13 inches of sea 
level rise over the last 54 years of records. Climate change is 
projected to drive much more rise this century. 
• This raises the starting point for storm surges and high tides, 
making coastal oods more severe and more frequent. 

Rising seas = more oodsWhat’s at risk on land below 9 feet?1,2
• High social vulnerability population: 21,000
• Hazardous waste sites: 29
• Wastewater sites: 15
• Miles of road: 410 miles
• Hospitals: 6

3,4,6

The ranges shown derive from the intermediate low vs. 
intermediate high global sea-level scenarios from a 2017 
NOAA technical report for use in the U.S. National Climate 
Assessment, which point to projected local rises of 3.3 vs. 7.7 
feet by 2100. The more heat-trapping pollution emitted, the 
higher that sea-level rise is likely to be.

80% – 100%
 37% – 45%
16% – 19%• Likelihood by 2030:

• Likelihood by 2050:
• Likelihood by 2100:

When could a 9-foot ood happen?9 feet in historical context
• Statistical 1-in-100 year ood height: 8.6 feet

3,4

Unnatural Coastal Floods
Since 1950, a tide station at “Galveston Bay Entrance” has 
recorded 15 days exceeding local National Weather Service 
ood thresholds. Without climate-driven sea level rise, the 
count would be 12. The station is 6 miles from Galveston.
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Selected water level: 9 feet. May occur from sea level rise, coastal ooding, or both.

COASTAL RISKS FOR GALVESTON, TX



Get more analysis at risknder.org

riskfinder.org           

• Texas Sea Grant:

• Texas Coastal Watershed Program:

• Harte Research Institute:

• For a longer list see:

http://texasseagrant.org/

http://tcwp.tamu.edu/

http://www.harteresearchinstitute.org/

Resources available for Texas

REDUCING YOUR RISK

SEA LEVEL RISE AND COASTAL FLOODING FAQS


